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A knot is a smooth curve:

c: [0,1]  →  R   ή S 

t c(t)=(x(t),y(t),z(t)) 

such that c is 1-1 and c(0)=c(1). Equivalently, a knot is a 
smooth embedding of the circle S in R   or in S .
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A link with k components is a smooth embedding of k 
copies of the circle in R  or in S .
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The Borromean rings



• Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855) 
“Zur mathematischen Theorie der elektrodynamischen
Wirkungen”, Werke Koenigl. Gessell. Wiss. Goettingen, 
Vol. 5, p. 605 (1833).
Handwritten catalogue of 13 knots.

• Listing – student of Gauss
• Lord Kelvin (William Thomson, 1824-1907) 

“On vortex atoms”, Philosophical Magazine, Vol. 34, pp. 
15-24 (1867). 
«Atoms are knotted tubes of ether».«Atoms are knotted tubes of ether».

• Kirkman:

• Peter Guthrie Tait (1839-1901), Scotch physicist
Catalogue up to 10 crossings (work of 20 years).

• Little: same catalogue almost at the same time.





No. of crossings                   No. of knots
3 1
4 1
5 2
6 3
7 7
8 21
9 49

10 165

J. Navy Academy UK
Gauss (~1810) 
Kirkman
Tait (1898) 
Alexander& Briggs 

(1927) 
Reidemeister (1932) 

(2    choices) n

-----------------------------------------------------------
11 552
12 (1981)      2.176
13 (1982) 9.988
14 46.972
15 253.293
… …

(2    choices) 

Little (1900) 
Mary Haseman (’17) 
J. Conway (1969) 
Caudron (1978) 
[V.F.R. JONES 1984]
Dowker (notation) 
Thistlethwaite (HY) 
Hoste & Weeks
Aneziris
…



Open Problem: How many different knot types are there?

By `knots’ we always mean `knots or links’.

Two knots are of the same type, called isotopic, if there exists an 
orientation preserving homeomorphism of the 3-space that takes 
one to the other.

Let h: A �B be a function.  We say that h is a homeomorphism if h
is continuous, and h has a continuous inverse.is continuous, and h has a continuous inverse.

~  O



A diagram of a knot is a projection on a plane, with only finitely many 
double points, the crossings, with the extra information `under’ or `over’. 

The above, together with cusps, form a set of projections of measure zero.



Reidemeister Theorem (1927): Two knots are isotopic iff any two 
diagrams of theirs differ by finitely many of the following moves:

The Reidemeister moves





The mirror image –K of a knot K is obtained by switching all crossings. 

A knot that is isotopic to its mirror image is called `achiral’. E.g. the figure-8:

A knot that is not isotopic to its mirror image is called `chiral’. E.g. the trefoil.



• Why is

• Why is

?

?

How do we answer questions like the following?

• Why is ?



Knot invariants

={all knots and links}

Ι: → S (e.g. numbers, polynomials,…)

is a knot invariant if

L

L

is a knot invariant if

Κ  ~ Κ        Ι(Κ  ) = Ι(Κ  ) 

Equivalently:    

I(K  )    I(K  )        K   not~ K

1
⇒

2 1 2

≠ ⇒ 1 21 2



• 3-colourability

A knot K is said to be 3-colourable if there is a projection P of K in which each arc 
in P can be coloured with one of three colours such that:
(i) at any crossing, either all three arcs are the same colour or they are all different,
(ii) at least two colours are used to colour the knot.

Theorem 1: A knot K has a projection P that can be 3-coloured iff every projection of 
K can be 3-coloured. Hence, 3-colourability is a knot invariant. (Show it!) 

The unknot is not 3-colourable, the trefoil is, the figure-8 is not.



•The linking number (for oriented links) 

lk(L1,L2)=1/2 Σ sign(L1,L2) 

Theorem 3: The linking number is a link invariant. (Show it!) 



lk = 1             lk = 0              lk = 1 or -1        lk = 2 or – 2

But:

lk = 0               lk = 0              lk = 0 lk = 0



• The crossing number, c(K): the least number of crossings over all diagrams 
in the isotopy class of a knot K. E.g. c(trefoil) = 3.

• The unknotting number, u(K): the least number of crossing changes in order 
to get from a knot K the unknot. E.g. u(trefoil) = 1.

• The bridge number, b(K): the least number of bridges for the knot K. A bridge    
is considered to be an arc, a piece of a knot diagram between two  
undercrossings with no undercrossings in between, with at least one 
overcrossing. E.g. the usual knot diagram for the trefoil has three bridges, 
but  b(trefoil) = 2 (show it!).  Also, b(O) = 1.

Show that c(K), u(K) and b(K) are isotopy invariants.



• The knot complement

K  ~ K         S  - K  ~ S  - K

(hence also the fundamental group, the homology groups and the cohomology 
groups of the knot complement)

121 2

3 3⇒

Dehn (1914) distinguished the right-handed trefoil from the left-handed trefoil:

inside                 outside

Theorem (Gordon&Luecke, 1989):  S  - K  ~ S  - K         K  ~ K  . 

(Not true for links).

3 3

1 12 2⇒



Fundamental group of the n unlink = the free group on n generators (not 
abelian!).abelian!).

Fundamental group of the Hopf link = the free abelian group on 2 generators.

Trivial knot Theorem: A knot is trivial iff its fundamental group = Ζ.

Find the fundamental group of the trefoil!



• The Alexander polynomial (Conway ~1960, Αlexander 1928):

For a given knot diagram it is defined inductively via the rules:                                
∆(O) = 1  and 

(Skein relation) 

Note: The Alexander polynomial does not distinguish between right-handed 
and left-handed trefoil (and generally mirror images). 

But ∆(trefoil) ∆(figure-8).≠



Τhe Jones polynomial, 1984

Show that V is an isotopy invariant. 

L.H. Kauffman, 1984: The Jones polynomial is an invariant of non-oriented 
knots and it is equivalent to the Kauffman bracket:

<o> = -A  - A  

B = 1/A

2 2−



Show that the bracket is invariant under the moves RII and RIII. 

Example 1:

Example 2:



Show that:

To make the bracket invariant under the move RI we consider the 
writhe of L, w(L), and define: 

Then  X(L)(A) = ( )LV t

( ) ( )1
K KV t V t−−=

Compute V for the right-handed and for the left-handed trefoil.





OPEN  PROBLEM: Is there a

non-trivial knot Κ with V(Κ)=1? 



Knots and surfaces

Theorem:  The genus g (i.e. the number of holes) classifies the orientable
compact, connected surfaces (up to homeomorphism). 

g = 1 – χ/2,  where χ(Σ) = # vertices - # edges + # faces

(the Euler characteristic) for any triangulation of the surface Σ.



Surfaces with boundary

Seifert Theorem: Every knot is the boundary of an orientable surface.
(Give a proof!) 



Knots and planar graphs



Knots and Statistical Mechanics

• Ε(σ) = Σ δ(σi,σj) 
the energy of a state σ.

Planar graph of molecules. 
Each molecule has a spin.

The Potts model (that explains the melting of the ice) has a partition function 
that corresponds to the Jones polynomial.

the energy of a state σ.

• Ζ = Σ exp ( -Ε (σ) / ΚΤ )
the partition function.

• The function Z satisfies the rules 
of the dichromatic polynomial. 

A stateA state σσ is a selection of spin for is a selection of spin for 
each vertexeach vertex..





J. Goldman & L.H. Kauffman: The electrical conductance, c=1/R, is an 
isotopy invariant of an electrical network. (Show it!) 

→

or

Connection in parallel Serial 
connection



Rational tangles and rational knots



A rational tangle is an embedding of two arcs in a ball (with the endpoints on 
the boundary), which is homeomorphic to two trivial unlinked arcs. 
Equivalently, a rational tangle is obtained from two horizontal or two vertical 
arcs by consecutive twistings of neighbouring endpoints.



Lemma 1:

Operations:
(Addition) 

(Multiplication) (Invertion) 

Corollary 1:

Lemma 2: Every rational number can be written (not uniquely) as a finite 
continued fraction. Moreover, formally,       = 1/0.∞

p/q=

E.g. [4,-2,3] = 17/5 = [3,2,2]



Classification of rational tangles (Conway, 1970): Two rational tangles are 
isotopic iff they correspond to the same rational number or     .

Proofs: (Conway), Burde&Zieschang, Montesinos, Goldman&Kauffman 
(combl), S.L.&Kauffman (combl).

∞

Lemma 3: Every rational tangle is 
alternating. 

Find an alternating and a non-alternating representation for the rational 
tangle [15/4]. 



Rational knots

Proofs: Schubert, Burde, S.L.&Kauffman (combl).









The first 
rational knots:



DNA Recombination



Knotted DNA



Site-specific recombination. Enzymes: TopoisomerasesTn3 Resolvase 
and  Recombinase. We would like to understand how exactly and 
where exactly the enzymes act.



Processive 
Recombination

Tangle Model: Ernst & Sumners, 1989



Tangle Model: Ernst & Sumners, 1989



Knots and graphs in space

Let K  be the complete graph on n vertices.n

An embedding of K in 3-space 
is a homeomorphic image. 

n

is a homeomorphic image. 

E.g. for n=7:



Theorem (Conway & Gordon, 1977, 1983): 

i) Every embedding of  Κ   contains a non-trivial link.

ii) Every embedding of  Κ   contains a non-trivial knot (a Hamilton cycle).
6

7

Idea: For (i) use the linking number. For (ii): Two embeddings of a graph Γ will 
differ by isotopy and possibly by crossing switches. So, we are looking for a 
knot invariant that does not change under crossing switches. Such an 
example is the arf invariant.  We then show that there exists an 
embedding of K  with non-trivial sum of arf invariants, summing over all 
cycles in the graph.

7



Knots in Chemistry (Polymers) 
For many molecules chemists are interested in constructing in the lab 
other molecules, the structure of which is related to the structure of the 
original molecule, but has better physical properties. Topological 
isomers comprise such an example. These are molecules with the 
same abstract graph but, as embedded graphs, one cannot be isotoped 
to the other. So, it is important to decide theoretically if two molecules 
with the same abstract graph are not topologically equivalent.

A pair of topological isomers

Another example:

E. Flapan, J. Simon,….



Future applications
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